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Frontend Developer with over four years of hands-on experience crafting
robust code for diverse companies, including startups, Claro, and Etb.
Proficient in developing dynamic and responsive web pages and portals within
the React and Angular stack. Well-versed in utilizing cutting-edge technologies
like Next.js, Gatsby, and React Admin to enhance user experiences.
Demonstrates strong leadership and teamwork skills, fostering collaborative
environments for project success.

My expertise extends beyond frontend development, with over four months of
experience as a Fullstack Developer. I've successfully executed fullstack
projects using PHP, Node.js, and Next.js, leveraging React for frontend
development. I am deeply immersed in the entire JavaScript ecosystem, and
my continuous curiosity and eagerness to learn drive my commitment to
discovering optimal ways of constructing code.

SKILLS

Programming Languages:

● Advanced: Python, Javascript, Typescript, Java, CSS, HTML
● Intermediate: C, Go, PHP
● Basic: C#, Rust

Frameworks and Tools:

● Advanced: React js, React native, Vue js, Nuxt js , Next js, Gatsby js,
React Admin, express, Nest js, Remix, Svelte, Laravel, Prisma

● Intermediate: Angular js, Flask, flutter
● Básico: Django
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Operating systems:

● Advanced: Manjaro, Arch Linux, Mac OS, Windows, Fedora, Ubuntu,
Linux Mint

● Intermediate: Parrot OS, Kali linux, Puppy Linux

Data Base:

● Advanced: Firebase, MongoDB, MYSQL
● Intermediate: Postgresql

Languages:

● Native: Spanish.
● Intermediate: English
● Basic: Portuguese

EXPERIENCE

Spot2, Mexico City, Mexico - Front end developer
May. 2022-CURRENTLY

TECH STACK: Reactjs , Nextjs, Javascript, Typescript, material UI, Styled
components, Redux toolkit, Redux sagas, Cypress, jest, turborepo, Vercel, git,
pyplot, google maps, react dnd and storybook.

● Implementation of the graphical interface of the lading, in a short time
through the use of material UI.

● Development of the spot finder on the map through the integration of
google maps and MUI.

● Collaboration in the development of the admin and the tenant product.
● Implementation of animation’s with framer motion in landing page and

search map page.
● Configuration and implementation of turborepo, with storybook Next js,

jest, cypress and shared package.

Imaginamos, Bogotá, D.C , Colombia - Front end developer
Aug 2021-May 2022

TECH STACK: Reactjs , Nextjs, Javascript, Typescript, material UI, Styled
components, Redux toolkit, Redux sagas, Angular

● Implementation of the graphical interface of the Yustii project, in a short
time through the use of material UI.

● Development of different functionalities and forms for the commercial
flow of ETB.

● Implementation and creation of the Brilla cms.



INETUM, Bogotá, D.C , Colombia - Front end developer
May 2021-Aug 2021

TECH STACK: Reactjs , Nextjs, Nestjs, Javascript, Typescript, React Native,
Flutter, material UI, Styled components, Redux toolkit, Redux sagas.

● Support in the QA area and bug review.
● Use of SCRUM methodology.
● Claro projects, with the use of frameworks and libraries such as react

and angular.
● Use of redux-toolkit as a proposal, which allowed a shorter

development time when using this tool.

S.I.G, Bogotá, D.C , Colombia - Software developer
Sep 2020-Oct 2020

TECH STACK: React js , Node Js, Javascript, Material UI, CSS, Redux sagas,
React admin, php.

● Development of a dashboard with react admin and chart js for
managing and entering information.

BOOKII, Bogotá, D.C , Colombia - Software developer
Dec 2020-Apr 2021

TECH STACK: Reactjs , Gatsby, Contentful cms, Javascript, material UI, Redux
sagas.

● Productive collaboration with the backend team for the creation of the
conversational clubs.

● Effective coding of conversational clubs following design guidelines
and using the Redux state manager.

● Creation of the Bookii page in Spanish and change of texts in cms.
● Generation of static posts using Gatsby and the Contentful cms, for the

Bookii blog.

EDUCATION

Universidad Central, Bogotá D.C , Colombia - Systems engineer
Jan 2020-CURRENTLY



Gimnasio Campestre Bilingue Marie Curie, Bogotá D.C , Colombia -
elementary and high school
Feb 2006-Nov 2019

In my educational journey, I have focused on developing a strong foundation
in Systems Engineering at Universidad Central in Bogotá. This program has
provided me with comprehensive knowledge and skills in various aspects of
technology and software development.

I am particularly passionate about open source content, a passion that extends
beyond the classroom. I actively seek knowledge through a variety of
channels, including free online courses on platforms like YouTube, as well as
paid courses on platforms like Udemy and Platzi. This commitment to
leveraging both free and paid resources reflects my dedication to continuous
learning and staying abreast of the latest developments in the ever-evolving
field of technology.


